Certified diplomas just a click away

BCdiploma.com

Universities, schools, training centers…
one of these challenges applies to you:
Protecting the value of your diplomas
Enhancing your innovative brand image
Becoming the leader of the digital student experience
Revitalizing your Alumni network
Accelerating the digitization of your processes

Innovate and stand out with our turnkey
blockchain & Azure solution!

With
, your graduates can highlight the
authenticiy of their success in only one click
With its unique blockchain technology combined with the
power of the Microsoft Azure cloud,
offers an ultrasecure certificate dematerialization solution.

Enhance your image with
yours partners

Increase the employability of
your graduates

Expand your alumni
network

Automate the issuance of your
certificates

Each student receives a secure link that can be
shared on social networks, resumes and that is
natively integrated with LinkedIn
In one click, recruiters can check the authenticity of diplomas,
and… hire the graduates!

Easy and reliable

Multilingual

Everlasting

Microsoft Azure and
team up to offer
you the best of the blockchain

Use a simple web application available 24/7
Upload all your certificates online, multilingual and
100% customizable
Protect your documents with an unequalled level of
security

Choose a cost-effective and long-lasting solution

+
+15 countries / 4 continents
+50 clients

, a trustworthy solution
In an effort to always offer the best to its users,
Microsoft Azure and
team up to offer a new product to
institutions, based on ultra-secure and long-lasting cutting-edge technology.

Renowned partners

More than 50 clients

Our success story with emlyon business school

+
emlyon business school is one of the greatest business
school in Europe. It is known throughout the world. It is
also the home of more than 40% international students
(80 different nationalities).
Facing the threat of diploma fraud, emlyon business
school had to protect its excellent brand image in order
to reassure recruiters.
In order to meet the challenge of digital transformation,
and offer the most innovative services to their students,
emlyon business school chose
to secure their
diplomas.

1.

An innovative system for a renowned school
The unique BCdiploma blockchain system meets
emlyon business school’s needs with an innovative
technology that reflects its excellence at the
national and international level.

Stay in touch with the graduates

2.
3.

Using
technology helps to maintain the trust
between emlyon business school and its graduates. It
provides them with better employability while
guaranteeing the authenticity of their diplomas.

A fast and simple solution
As emlyon business school adapts its education to be
an active leader in building the world of tomorrow,
developed a fast and simple solution,
tailored to the business school.

Any questions?
Contact us!
contactus@bcdiploma.com
+33 6 22 81 10 44

BCdiploma.com

